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Ecclesfield is delighted to be able to offer you bespoke CPD sessions and training specifically designed for ITTs. The table below outlines the sessions
available for SBT1 (Sept – Dec). The sessions included are of a very high quality and delivered by our leading experts within the school.
Please be aware that attendance to all sessions is required for a successful completion of the ITT placement and are a mandatory part of your teacher
professional development. Each session is 3.15pm – 4.30pm and will take place in P206. In each of the sessions, you will be working with your
fellow peers across the school in and away from your subject area, allowing for collaboration and development of the Teachers’ Standards.

Session

Date

Session Leader

Teaching and Learning at Ecclesfield (TS2, TS3 &
TS6)

Monday 20th Sept

Teaching and Learning Team

Monday 27th Sept

Rachel Sutcliffe

Positive behaviour management (TS1 & TS7)

Monday 4th Oct

Richard Walkden

Using positive behaviour management as a tool in the
classroom to minimise disruption and promote constructive
relationships with pupils, including rewards and sanctions.

*Note – 90 mins
session

Planning for students with SEND and EAL (TS2 &
TS5)

Monday 11th Oct

An overview of our Ecco T&L Principles including strategies
and ideas to implement these in the classroom.
Our Behaviour Policy (TS1 & TS7)
An introduction to our behaviour policy at Ecclesfield
including our rewards policy, detention system and EWR.

This session will look at how to meet the needs of different
types of learners, different barriers facing our students and

Mo Benson
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how to support these in the classroom. You will be given
strategies and have the opportunity to discuss the needs of
SEND students you teach.
Classroom routines (TS1, TS4, TS7)

Monday 18th Oct

Sarah Rennicks & Ruby
Linden

This session will look at the importance of classroom
routines including The Ecco Way. These will be modelled by
an expert and you will also get a chance to share your own
classroom routines and discuss ideas with fellow trainees.
October Half-term holiday
Our ALP Provision (TS1 & TS5)

Monday 1st Nov

Ray Twining

Monday 8th Nov

Steph McCoy

Monday 15th Nov

Mark Silcock

An overview of our alternative learning pathway including
exploring individual student profiles and strategies to best
support our Y7 & Y8 ALP students.
Supporting our Disadvantaged Students (TS1, TS2 &
TS5)
Consider the different barriers facing our students and how
we can plan and support students to overcome these in the
classroom. Using data and MINT strategies to plan
effectively for our most vulnerable students.
Role of the Form Tutor, communicating with parents
and carers (TS8, TS2, TS6)
An overview of the pastoral care system at Ecclesfield. A
practical session where top tips will be shared and you will
be given the tools to be able to communicate effectively with
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parents and build positive working relationships for the
benefit of your students.
AFL and Live Feedback (TS6 & TS2)

Monday 22nd Nov

T&L Team

This session will look at the whole school live feedback
policy. You will learn how to check for understanding using a
range of AFL techniques and learn how these will inform
your next steps in planning and teaching. This session will
also share practical strategies for modelling using the
visualiser.
No planned CPD

Monday 29th Nov

-

Monday 6th Dec

Richard Walkden

Monday 13th Dec

Olivia Monaghan

An opportunity to explore an area of subject specific CPD
that you are interested in. Please discuss this with your
mentor.
Job Applications & Interviews (Part 1)
Listen to a talk from the Headteacher and get inside
information about what employers will be looking for. You
will find out ‘what to do’ and ‘what not to do’ on interview.
Celebrating Successes and End of placement 1
Yay! You have made it  A chance to relax and share the
highs and lows of SBT1 before your complementary
placement.
As part of your induction at Ecclesfield, you will also spend two days observing.
Sept 14th – Observation Day [Tracking a pupil with SEND]
Sept 15th - Observation Day [Teaching, Assessment and Behaviour Management]

